
Mini Bee Fest Hands-off Scavenger Hunts 

This sheet is yours to keep. Activities are on front and back of sheet. Answers are found on listed trails, either on signs  
or by speaking to the roving naturalists, master gardeners, and/or beekeepers. Pick the trail(s) most appropriate for you!

Honey Bee Detective 
Hike the Arboretum (~0.25-mile, easy hike on crushed stone). For 
this activity, mark all that apply. 

What jobs do honeybee workers do in the hive? 
 __ bee babysitter  __ field forager  
 __ honey maker  __ hive janitor 
 __ entrance guard  __ honeycomb builder 

What jobs do honeybee drones do in the hive? 
 __ entrance guard  __ hive janitor 
 __ wing fanner  __ honeycomb builder 

What jobs do honeybee queens do in the hive? 
 __ egg layer  __ bee babysitter 
 __ hive janitor  __ mood enhancer 

Which are honey ingredients? 
 __ flower nectar   __ bee spit 
 __ flower pollen  __ bee glue 

How do honeybees communicate with each other? 
 __ waggle dance  __ hieroglyphics  
 __ wing music  __ pheromones 

Native Bee Tracker 
Hike Red-Tailed Ridge (prairie side; ~0.5-mile, easy hike on short 
grass). For this activity, circle TRUE or FALSE. 

TRUE/FALSE: Of the 20,000+ species of bee in the world, 
only 9 produce honey. 

TRUE/FALSE: Most Indiana-native bees are solitary. 

TRUE/FALSE: The mason bee is a wood-boring pest. 

TRUE/FALSE: 300 mason bees can do as much pollinating as 
a hive of 20,000 honey bees. 

TRUE/FALSE: Some bumble bees are “employed” in large 
greenhouses to pollinate tomatoes. 

Pollinator Spotter 
Hike Red-Tailed Ridge (forest side; ~0.5-mile easy hike on crushed 
stone). For this activity, look for large, laminated insects to check 
off the list. Check the back for the name! (Try not to touch!) 
 __ bumble bee  __ goldenrod soldier beetle 
 __ sweat bee  __ red milkweed beetle 
 __ paper wasp  __ margined calligrapher 
 __ sphecid wasp  __ spicebush swallowtail 
 __ yellow jacket  __ snowberry clearwing 
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Wildflower Hunter 
Hike Prairie View (~1-mile, easy-to-moderate hike on short grass). 
For this activity, record the pertinent features of flowers from the 
ID signs before looking for live specimens. (Please do no harm to 
living flowers!) 
 

 
Mini Bee Fest Activity Map 

Look for event signs and ask event staff for directions if needed!
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